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Abstract– Observing dynamic patterns in silico and 
comparing them to experimental data in vitro or in vivo 
could help us identify and quantify dynamic processes. 
Since modellers are faced with a high degree of com-
plexity of biological systems, appropriate concepts of 
system descriptions are needed. The use of state variables 
is expected to make models applicable to a wider range of 
the dynamics of biological systems. This is demonstrated 
by the Multi-Hit-Repair (MHR-) model which is based on 
a transient dose equivalent. The model calculates the sur-
vival of cells irradiated by ionizing radiation and it des-
cribes correctly a large variety of radio-biological obser-
vations. In addition, the MHR-model is bridging the gap 
between processes at the molecular or cellular level and 
tissue dynamics. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In the last decades, knowledge of molecular aspects of 
human physiology and pathophysiology has grown enor-
mously. Often, this knowledge is qualitative. Since cellu-
lar signaling pathways are embedded in a complex dyna-
mic system and interact with many other pathways, it is 
difficult to gain quantitative information which can be 
used to model cellular systems or organisms. Systems bio-
logy is addressing this aspect, but the transfer to clinical 
medicine seems to be difficult. On reason may be the fact 
that the molecular layer (which is accessible by measu-
rements) is representing the syntactic level of biological 
systems. The manifestation of biological phenomena res-
ponsible for evolutionary processes or environmental 
interaction takes place at a semantic level. It is important 
to note that the control (the syntax, so to say) of biomole-
cular processes is determined (to large extents) by genetic 
information and some external input which can be regar-
ded as parameters. In biological context, semantics is 
given by the interaction of the phenotype with its environ-
ment (with evolution determining what is "sensible"). The 
coupling between phenotype (semantics) and genotype 
(syntax) is known to be non - trivial in both directions. 
First, many properties of the phenotype emerge from the 
genotype in a way that is hard to predict by present scien-
tific means. One reason for this is lack of data, but there 
are additional inherent difficulties when the effect of the 
combined interaction of molecules, supra-molecular struc-
tures and mesoscopic entities (e.g. membranes) have to be 
computed in a multi - scale simulation. Second, a given 
phenotype can be realized by a large variety of underlying 
genetic control schemes and molecules. A simple example 
are key and lock structures in receptors; There are usually 
combinatorially many possibilities for the realization of a 
matching pair. But also more complex processes may be 
realized by many different reaction networks. This means 
that methods from reverse engineering cannot be applied, 
or only with considerable effort. Therefore, the analysis of 
control processes should happen on the phenotypic level, 
because there, the connection between organism and 
environment becomes apparent. The variables we use (the 
state variables of the system) are chosen to reflect cellular 
properties and are not necessarily easy to interpret in 
terms of genomic information.  
 In clinical medicine, the distinction between disease 
and illness is a good example for illustrating the relation 
between a mechanistic view of the loss of functionality 
(disease) and the clinical manifestation including psycho-
logical and psychosomatic aspects. At a first glance, it 
seems to be hopeless to get access to illness based on a 
deep, quantitative understanding of underlying processes. 
But following the idea of describing biological systems at 
a semantic level, there are some interesting aspects which 
could help us move forward: Biological systems are 
complex, sometimes exhibiting non-linear behavior 
(which is not be chaotic under normal conditions). Assu-
ming a description of the system in terms of continuous 
variables in phase space, the attractor landscape may 
consist of different basins of attraction. If malfunction is 
seen as a dynamic process, disease and illness can be 
interpreted as a state related to a pathological attractor. A 
therapeutic intervention could be based on pushing the 
system to another attractor and /or reshaping the attractor 
landscape. The main problem for this view is to find an 
appropriate, quantitative description of the system [1].  
 Apart from prediction, modelling can help us find 
adequate descriptions of biological systems—modelling in 
this sense is a learning tool. A promising approach is the 
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detection of characteristic dynamic patterns by comparing 
computer simulations using model systems and experi-
ments in vitro, in vivo — or closer to clinics, in patient. In 
the following, this aspect will be illustrated by the res-
ponse of cells to ionizing radiation (cell killing). In con-
trast to the previous research, we discuss here the use of 
state variables in the framework of an adapted concept for 
describing complex biological systems including the 
aspects of the attractor landscape of such systems. 
 
 
2. Material and Methods 
 
The impact of ionizing radiation can be quantified by 
clonogenic survival assays, where the surviving fraction 
0 /S N N of irradiated cells (initial number 0N  and 
N surviving cells) is determined. Typically, the logarithm 
of the surviving fraction exhibits a linear-quadratic 
relationship to the absorbed radiation dose D : 
2log ( ) ( )S D D D    . This (originally empiric) mo-
del was first used by Lea and Catcheside [2] to fit ra-
diation chromosome damage. Theories about DNA lesion 
formation or cell survival (e.g. Chadwick & Leenhouts 
[3]) led to mechanistic interpretations of the LQ-model. 
Such interpretations are problematic since linear-quadratic 
(LQ)- shaped curves can be produced by different 
dynamic models. The LQ dose-effect relationship is an 
often observed dynamic pattern, which by itself does not 
let us identify a dedicated mechanism or process (in this 
context, we prefer the term process since biological 
systems often have an intrinsic plasticity; the term mecha-
nism implies a system with more rigid components similar 
to a machine). To limit the number of possible structures 
of models, additional aspects of the dynamics of the 
cellular response must be taken into account. Dose rate — 
and cell cycle — dependency, distinct behavior of apop-
totic vs. non-apoptotic cell death, low-dose hypersen-
sitivity of some cell lines and synergistic effect of com-
bined application of heat and radiation led to the model 
structure of the Multi-Hit-Repair (MHR-) model [4]. The 
model is based on two key ideas: First, it uses a chain of 
cell populations (Fig.1) which are characterized by the 
number of radiation induced damages (hits). Cells can 
shift downward along the chain by collecting hits and 
upward by a repair process. There is no explicit criterion 
for lethality of hits. In this model, lethality can be a 
consequence of too many hits which are reducing the pro-
bability of a recovery back to the mitotic cycle. Second, 
the repair process is governed by a repair probability 
which depends upon state variables used for a simplistic 
description of the impact of heat and radiation upon repair 
proteins. These quantities can be interpreted as a signal 
transporting summary information about cellular (protein-
related) damage and subsequent capability of the repair 
system. In this sense, state variables are linking between 
the molecular, syntactic level and a more semantic level, 
where signals are decoded and converted to information 
governing cellular control. 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Illustration of the population chain in the MHR model: The model 
flowchart includes a mitotic cell population (population size M) and vital 
tumour cells (population size N). The flows (rates) between the popula-
tions (with population sizes Li for populations with i hits) can be found 
by multiplying the given constants by the corresponding population size 
(population where the arrow starts). P is the repair probability (according 
Eq.3),  is a radiation-sensitivity coefficient, R is the radiation dose rate 
and ce represents a constant describing the elimination of cell of a popu-
lation (Li). For more details see [4]. 
 
In the case of the MHR model, the calculation of the 
state variables follows a simplistic, probabilistic concept 
without explicit inclusion of underlying molecular pro-
cessses of damage induction and repair. In the case of the 
MHR model, two variables of state,    and   , are used 
as configuration quantities describing radiation- and heat-
induced damages (disorder). The probability of repair   
P depends upon   and  : ( , )P P   . Moreover, the 
following approach is used: the repair probability 
decreases monotonically with increasing values of  and 
 . In a first approximation, the following relations may 
be used: 
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This leads to the following functional dependence: 
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In the case of P  and P  being statistically independent, 
the total probability is given by: 
 
            
d R
dt
                                   (3) 
 
The concept using   and   can be generalized to the 
framework illustrated in Fig.2. In principle, different 
levels of a biological system (cellular system embedded in 
a tissue) correspond to different levels for the description 
of the system (right part of Fig.2). 
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Fig.2. Framework for description of biological systems: left, a more 
explicit view to the cellular system is illustrated; the right part refers to a 
possible approach for a corresponding description. 
 
 
In Fig.2, system configuration quantities are influencing 
processes at a higher level, e.g. at the level of cell popula-
tion. In the MHR-model is the semantics encoded in a 
repair probability. In contrast to models describing DNA 
lesions kinetics (e.g. LPL model of Curtis), the MHR 
model can be used to explore the interaction of popu-
lations at the tissue level. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
The MHR model is able to fit a large variety of 
experimental data. Linear-quadratic-linear behavior for 
large doses per fraction [5], apoptotic vs. non-apoptotic 
cell death [6] and dose rate dependencies as well can be 
reproduced [7]. With a similar approach (only modelling 2 
radiation induced hits and induced repair), also low-dose 
hypersensitivity can be covered [8]. This range of cove-
rage is remarkable when compared to other existing radio-
biological models. Despite this success, changes in the 
radio-biochemical cascade and as a result, a different dy-
namic behavior cannot be excluded for very high dose 
rates or high doses per pulse (as deliverable by new linear 
accelerators for clinical use with flattening filter free 
(FFF-) beams). To investigate possible biological effects, 
Lohse et al. [9] treated glioblastoma cell lines with doses 
of 5 and 10 Gy. In Fig.3, a fit of the logarithmic survival 
of T98G glioblastoma cells irradiated at different dose 
rates is shown. In contrast to the previous work [4], we 
explored the conditions for fitting the high dose rate data 
(Fig.3b). By using an evolutionary optimization algorithm, 
no parameter set could be found that enables a fit for all 
dose rates. Especially the data point at 10 Gy and a dose 
rate of 1440 Gy/h cannot be covered by using only one set 
of parameters.  
 
 
 
Fig.3. Clonogenic survival of T98G glioblastoma cells at different dose 
rates: The parameter values for fitting are for 12 -360 Gy/h and for curve 
(a) with 1440 Gy/h  = 0.27 Gy-1,  = 1.45 h-1, cr = 90 h-1, ce = 19 h-1,  
= 0.8 Gy-1. In contrast to [4], we explored the conditions for fitting the 
high dose rate data (curve b); a different set of parameters was found:  
= 0.36 Gy-1,  = 1.45 h-1, cr = 20 h-1, ce = 5 h-1,   = 0.8 Gy-1. 
 
 
4. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
The example described in this article illustrates the po-
tential and limitation of a modelling approach using state 
variables. The simplistic approach using a transient dose 
equivalent leads to a model structure which covers a large 
variety of biological observations. One exception is incre-
ased cell killing effect of glioblastoma cells at very high 
dose rates and high dose values per fraction. This may be 
an indication for a different regime of cell death, related to 
the triggering of different chemical reactions in the radio-
biochemical cascade, severe damage of mitochondria with 
subsequent energy depletion or destruction of other cellu-
lar structures. Using very high doses per radiation pulse 
seems to drive the cellular systems away from the well-
known behavior related to radiation response and cell 
death. An interesting point relates to the question of how 
much the model structure must be modified to cover cell 
death response at very high dose rates. It has to be pointed 
out that the effect was only observed for the T98G cells 
which are radio-resistant compared to other tumour cell 
lines. The observation could be interpreted as a cell-line 
specific change of dynamic state related to different 
attractors. The MHR model may cover the cellular dyna-
mics relying upon an attractor of a much more complex 
system in the case of low or moderate dose rates. When 
we push the system away from this attractor into another 
part of the attractor landscape by strong radiation pulses 
or very high dose rates, we cannot exclude chaotic states. 
The example illustrated in this article is not compa-
rable to the much more complex situation in vivo or in 
patient. However, it is interesting to see that the use of a 
simplistic approach using state variables in the MHR 
model enables a more or less correct description of the 
radiation induced response of cells (as long as the dose 
rate range is limited). In addition, the model is a cell 
population based. This is important since dynamic pro-
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cessses such as competition, nutrient stress, oxygenation 
and vascularization, immune response etc. may override 
intrinsic cellular radiation sensitivity in some situations 
[10]. In this sense, the MHR-model is bridging the gap 
between the molecular or cellular level and tissue dyna-
mics. 
The concept of state variables refers to the approach of 
thermodynamics known in statistical thermodynamics. 
While we know how to calculate analytically the entropy 
or temperature of an ideal gas or crystal, we could not 
expect the same for determining state variables of biolo-
gical systems with a heterogeneous, highly compart-
mentalized structure. Therefore, algorithmic (in-silico) ap-
proaches should be investigated for gaining a more solid 
basis for this concept. In addition, interesting information 
theoretic and thermodynamic aspects of biological sy-
stems may lead to more concise ideas about the relation-
ship between entropy-like state variables and information 
in general and in biological systems in particular [11,12]. 
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